SHIMMER BITES AND MORE

VEGETARIAN

- **KARARE AJWAINI TAWA PANEER 500**
  Chili, carom seed, clove, cardamom, marinated slice cottage cheese grill on griddle

- **BHUTTE KE KEBAB 500**
  Mashed potato coated young corn, deep fried

- **HARA BHARA KEBAB 500**
  Spinach and potato dumpling deep fried

- **KARARE CHATPATE KHUMB 500**
  Deep fried mushroom filled with bell pepper, cheese and black pepper

- **SURKH LAL BADAMI ALOO 500**
  Bell pepper, cheese stuffed baby potatoes marinated with chili, yoghurt cooked in tandoor

- **INSALATA MISTA 500**
  Mixed Greens with tomatoes, roasted vegetables, olives, goat cheese, aged balsamic

- **FRENCH FRIES 285**

NON VEGETARIAN

- **JALANDHRI KARARE JHEENGA 1000**
  Fresh succulent prawn, refreshingly marinated in a citric blend of lemon juice, carom seed and green cardamom, coated with multi-flour batter and fried

- **HARE MASALE KA TAWA MACHLI 650**
  Sliced fish wrapped in coriander, mint, curry leaf and green peppercorn enriched multi flour batter, chargrilled

- **CAPESANTE SCOTTATE CON RATATOUILLE 650**
  Pan seared Scallops, ratatouille vegetables

- **FRITTI MISTO SALSA TARTARE 650**
  Deep fried squid and prawn with tartar sauce

- **MURGH CHAPLI KEBAB 650**
  Crushed black pepper, coriander, cumin and minced chicken escalope – shallow fried

- **ZAFRANI MURGH TIKKA 650**
  The House Specialty cubes of boneless chicken steeped in a marinade of royal cumin-enriched cream, garlic and hint of saffron glazed in the tandoor

- **SUNAHRE SEEKH KEBAB 650**
  Lamb mince skewer
**VEGETERIAN STARTER**

- **PANEER KA SOOLAH 500**
  Marinated slice cottage cheese cooked in Tandoor

- **VEGETABLE SPRING ROLLS 500**
  Deep fried rolls served with sweet chili sauce

- **CHEESE AND VEGETABLE POPPERS 500**
  Served with Garlic Mayo

- **FRENCH FRIES 285**

**NON VEGETERIAN STARTER**

- **CRISPY CHICKEN WINGS 650**
  Served with Chilly Mayo

- **LASOONI MAHI TIKKA 650**
  Garlic flavored fish cooked in Tandoor

- **MURGH TIKKA 650**
  The House Specialty cubes of boneless chicken steeped in a marinade of royal cumin-enriched cream, garlic glazed in the tandoor

- **SUNAHRE SEEKH KEBAB 650**
  Lamb mince skewer.